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Introduction 

As it was shown in our paper [1] the hypothesis that world time, as a 
matter of fact, is a three-dimensional vector i = (tb t2, t3) geometrically 
analogous to a space co-ordinate x = ( x 11 x2, x3) does not contradict 
any known today experimental data. Our persuasion in the time one
dimensionality is only a reflection of the fact that in surrounding as part 
of Universe all observed macroscopic bodies move along parallel time 
trajectories, therefore only one scalar co-ordinate, namely, a length along 
these trajectories, is enough to describe all processes taking place in our 
world. Possible, that is stipulated by peculiarities of the evolution of 
our Universe in the first instants after its beginning when space regions 
scattered away on huge distances have lost any mutual correlation and 

0 each of them has now its own time direction. 
It is not out of the question also that our Universe was created pos

sessing already a difinite time direction. 
Why, however, interacting bodies don't change their time trajectories 

in interactions? What prevents tl)_at? Is it possible under any condi
tions? The answer to these questions can be found in the bounds of 
mechanics. The mechanical motion is the simplest type of physical phe
nomena and by this pattern one can become aware of the peculiarities of 
multi-temporal events. 

In the next sect.. a formulation of a multi-time variation principle 
and deriving of equations of motion are considered. Sect. 3 discusses the 
six-dimensional energy-momentum vector of a moving body and the cor
responding conservation laws. Sect. 4 is devoted to particular exa1nples 
of the multi-time motion. 

In what follows the tree-dimensional vectors in x- a.nd t-subspaces 
will be denoted, respectively, by bold symbols and by a hat, six
dimensional vectors will be marked by bold symbols with a hat. The 
"six-dimensional nabla" V = ('V, '\7), where time operator V = 
( -fJ J Dt., -DJ Dt2, -D/ fJt3 ). We also suppose that co- and contravariant 
vectors are distinguished by the sign of their space components, e. g., 
(x)" = (-x,ci)., (x)" = (x,ci)r". 

Equations of motion 

We begin to study multi-time mechanics by considering the simplest 
case of a slow particle in a given field. To derive the corresponding 
equations of motion, we use the action principle 

5S= jM:.dt=O (2.1) 
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with the lagrangian .C(X, ii, t) wh¢re ~t_he_f)ix-:dimension velocity vector 

• a·f·a · -·(· ·)T '-''' . U:_::;::: X s_:;;/'fC _, -V,-CT ___ ,;:::_ jC-_- _cYq:" 

and 

. 1 = (1 ~v'fc2) 112 , ds = cdth, f 2
"" ("£dt;/dt)

2 
= 1. 
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(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(Properties Of the multi-dimenSional velOcity are discusSed -in mote detail 
in a paper [2]). 

The scalar time t -is -read -alonj£_ the trajectory -r- --The- variation is 
performed around the space, time trajectory x(t) of the wnsidered body 
taklng __ into aCcou-nt .that the~Scalil.r tiriie- f has _to remain_ Cori_sta.rit:-

... j [aL aL ] ss = · ax 6x+86su. ds ~o .. (2.4) 

Here- L is the covariant tagra.ngran -:.yc:·---The -correSPoiidirlg Lagrange 

eqUationS 

~~- :.(~~)= 0, 
(2.5) 

where 

:x = Ux' :x)' a 
ax= \1, 

a a _ -•v -= -A-_C ax - cat (2.6) 

and the time differentiation is perf9rm~d if one consids the velocity fi 
asilldependent-varl"able, _L e. Vu = uV. 

The operator d/ds can be replaced by -(U.V), if we take into account 
that for a function f(x) . . 

df(x)fds = ,c-''df(x)fdt == ,c-1
{ lim [f(x +~6,t)- f(x)]f6,t} = 

6.t--+0 

Df(x) +aJ(x) = -(U.V)f(x), 
~ au (2.7) 

Particularly, when a. body With the- mass--m = tmo is 1noving in a 
given field A= (A, A), the Lagrangian 

L .. m,c. •2 q .• A· =-U --u , 
2 c 

The equation of motion (2.5.) gets then the form 

m,c2dufds = q(U.V)A- qV(U.A). 
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(2.8) 

(2.9) 

the right part of which can be written as 

q{(tiV)A- V(uA)}- {(uV)A- V(uA)} (2.10) 

The space components of the first and the secOrid braces can be expressed, 
respectively, through a (3 x 3) electric field tensor 

E=AV-VA (2.11) 

and a magnetic field vector 

H = \7 X A. (2.12) 

The time components of two braces in (2.10) can be transformed by 
means of a "temporal-ma~netic" field 

G= -V X A 

and the tensor E. 
So, we have 

m,c2dufds = qEft + qu x H 
2 AT ~ 

moe dufds = qE u + qli x G. 

where ET is the ttansposed matrix 1
. 

Using the three~dimensional velocities we get 

mdvfdt = qEf + qc- 1v x H- vdm/dt 

mdfjdt = qc-2 ETv + qc-11: x G- fdmfdt 

dmfdt = qc-2v (:Ef). 

(2.13) 

(2.14a) 

(2.14b) 

(2.15a) 

(2.15b) 

(2.15c) 

The-latter relation is deriv{~d by means of the scalar multiplication of the 
equation (2.14b) by the vector f taking into account. that f 2 = I, i. e. 
fdfjdt = 0. 

In the one-dimensional world where all time trajectories are parallel to 
a given direction f the potential A -> <pf, cV -> -fa f {)f. the temporal-
magnetic field G is equal to zero, . 

G = -V x A= c- 1 (d~?jdt)f x f = 0. (2.16) 

1Qne must note that according t.o it.s meaning in t.he equation (2.5) t.h!' o1wrat.or 
V = -a;ai does nOt. a~t- on -the velocit.y ft. 
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and the electric field tensor 

E;k = -Tk(dA;fdt + O<pjfh') = E;Tk (2.17) 

where E is the electric field vector of the one-dimensional theory 2 . Re
spectively, the equation (2.15a) turns into the Neutonean equation with 
the Lorentz force in its right part, and the equation (2.15b) takes the 
form df/dt = 0. 

Energy - momentum yector 

Let us define a six-dimensional energy-momentum by the relation 

i> = oLfou. (3.1) 

If the lagrangian L is defined by the eq. (2.8), then 

. I . 
P = ffi 0 CU + qc- A. (3.2) 

In this case the energ:y is a vector quantity 

E = f?c = mc2 f + qA_ (3.3) 

depending on the time directions of the particle and the field acting on 
it. Henceforth an important conclusion follows: every variation of a 
particle time trajectory is accompanied always by a respective change of 
the particle energy 

t.E =IE'- E I= E If'- r I= 2Esin0/2 (3.4) 

where 0 is the angle between the old and the new time trajectories. The 
amount of energy consumed to perform the "time turn'' of a macroscopic 
body is of the some order as its rest mass. For example, in order to 
turn one kg of matter through the angle 0 = I", one needs to consume 
about 1.61015 J, i. e, as many as it is produced by an explosion of several 

hundred tons of nitrotoluol [3, 4]. 
Figuratively speaking, an encounter with an invisible multi-time cos

mic ''mine" promises nothing good! 
One more interesting consequence of the vectoriality of energy is a 

light frequency change when light is emitted by a body moving at an 

2The physical meaning of the tensor :E becomes more clear if we note that.its value 
on a fixed time trajectory T: Ef = - "\! r.p- OA/Of, where 1.{) = AT. This is analOgous 
to the Maxwell expression E = -\11.{)- {)AjOt. 
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angle to the observer's time trajectory. Indeed, an absorption of a.n 
photon with an frequency v changes the detector energy E = Ef: 

E' = F; + nr'. (3.5) 

The energy measured by the observer is equal to the projection of the 
vector E' on the direction of the observer's motion in t-subspace, i. e. 

where cosO = 
frequency 

.. ' TT. 

E"'' = E + hvcos 0 . (3.6) 

This is equivalent to the decrease of the photon 

t.v = v(l -cos 0). (3.7) 

One should note, however, that the body motion along the trajectory 
i(t) is accompanied by a change of the angle 0 "from the value 0 = rr /2 
at the moment when the radiation arrives for the first time the detec
tor up to the value 0 = 0 at the moment when the emitter leaves the 
space region where it can be observed [2, 5]. Therefore, the detector 
fixes an appearance "from nowhere" a source of radiation with spectrum 
displacing gradually to a region of infrared rays. 

From the viewpoint of observers some emitters in multi-dimension 
world flash suddenly, change their color and die down also unexpectedly 

as ghosts. 
If a system of N particles is isolated from outer fields, then using the 

condition of a space-time homogeneity when the lagrangian 

N 

.c( • • • • ") "'{ -t ·2 -t·2A"(·J} .C (") Xt, ... ,XN, VI, ..• , VN,X = L._. ffionf CVn + QnC Vn X + em X 

n=l 
(3.8) 

is invariant with respect to equal displacements of all space-time co
ordinates OXn = ox (.C,m is a Lagrangian of an internal field), one may 
prove a conservation law for each of the six components of the total 

energy-momentum vector: 

o.C =ox f. o.Cfox. =ox f.: "(o.Cfov.) + oxdP,m, (3.9) 
n=l n=l t 

where P em is the energy~momentum vector of the internal electromag
netic field [11, 16]. Deriving this relation we have used the Lagrange 
equations which arise from the action principle with the Lagrangian (3.8). 
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Figure 1:_ Six~dimensional momentum-energy vector remaines constant 
on surfaces which are devided by equal intervals ~t = ti - ti-l counted 
along the time trajectories. 

So, the total energy-momentum vector of the system 

N 

P = "£ fJC/&Vn + P,m = const, (3.10) 
n=l 

where the time t is read from arbitrary chosen points along the particle 
trajectories tn(t) but under an condition of a synchronization with the 
observer's time (e. g. by means of light signals). Particularly, in case 
of radial time trajectories the momentum and energy· have constant val
ues on spheres t2 = R(t) 2 • For arbitrary directions of trajectories i(t) 
the surfaces where one ·needs to compare the values of P(t), are 1nore 
complicated (Fig. 1). The relation (2.10) demonstrates that matter and 
motion are conserved in the multi-time world. One can show that the 
six-dimensional momentum P is conserved even in a more general case 
when the considered physical system is under an action of an outer field, 
if this field is time-independent. In this case dPfdt = fJLjfJx = 0, i. e. 
the vector P remains constant. However, all these conclusions don't take 
into account that some bodies can leave or, conversely, get into regions 
of their visibility and the conservatiuon laws can be violated from an 

observer's viewpoint. 
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There we encounter the problem of vacuum nonstability discussed 
in Darling and Derner's papers [5, 6]. By virtue of the vector nature 
of energy in multi-time world the conservation laws allow a creation of 
particle groups with zero summary energy. -The simplest example is a 
production of a pair of particles having opposite energy vectors E1 and 
E2 = -£1. Also decays of particles into more heavy ones become possi
ble: e- --+ f-l- + p + p, 1r0 --+ n + ii etc. Since such processes are never 
observed, this circumstance is considered usually as one of the main ob
jections against the time multi-dimensionality. One has to note, however, 
that a vector sum is equal to zero only in the case when several its vector
components have negative projections, i. e. if the corresponding bodies 
move back in time wha.t is strictly forbidden by the principle of time 
non-irreversibility 3 . In our papers [1, 11, 16] it was already stressed that 
the time irreversibility of events in the multi-dimensional world supposes 
the existance of some preferred ("relict") reference frame. If the time 
trajectory off djdy is declined with respect to the axes of this frame, the 
decay products can move along distinct t-trajectories (Fig. 2) because 
in such cases all projections of the time vectors f are possitive. As we, 
however, do not observe any multi-iime effects {1], we must conclude that 
our own t-trajectory is close to the time axes of the mentioned preferred 
reference frame. 

In other words, due to the time irreversibility principole and the 
energy-momentum conservation law we cannot change our time direc
tion with the help of surrounding us macroscopic bodies. Time vectors 
can be turned only in processes with a participation of bodies whose 
time trajectories are inclined with respect to the axes of "relict'' refer
ence frame. The turn Of i can occur in regions where the energy con
servation law L, En = 0 is violated and the time homogeneity is absent. 
Particularly, it could take place during the Big Bang and an primary 
exponential expansion of our Universe. Possible, a radiation with the 
"turned time" is created in very strong gra.vitit.tion fielda.boratoruy ofs 
where the notiOn of the local energy looses its sense by itself. Besides, 
though the time-turned-"T-mattee' is absent in the surrounding us part 
of Universe, one cannot exclude that analogously to that. what. has hap
pened with antimatter it would be produced artificiality (for example, in 

3 Formally, the laws of the usual one-time mechanics allow an existence of bodies 
both with a posit.ive and a negative niasses. Inside this theory a qu<>stion why t.lw 
latter don't appear in Nature is a puzzle [8, 9, 10]. In the multi-dimension theory 
where the sign of mass (energy) is a"lsociated with time direction (E is dir<>ct.ed along 
the body trajectory i) the negative masses are expelled by the t.ime non-irreversibility. 
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Figure 2: A body moving along an inclined time trajectory f(t) can 
decay into parts with diverse trajectories fn(t). However, the postulate 
of time non-irreversibility demands that all projections of energy vectors 
En must be possitive, i. _e. LEn > 0, therefore, in particular, any 
particle creation from vacuum (vacuum decay) is impossible. 

any ,,gravitation reactoe'). When a question is a problem far exceeding 
the bounds of the known, it is difficult to draw a distinction between 
the science and a fancy! There is another region where one would wait 
for a creation of the T-ffiatter- interactions of high-energy elementary· 
particles. Owing to the uncertainty relation the classical conservation 
laws are violated in microscopic space- time intervals where a creation of 
particles with various t-trajectories becomes possible on a background 
of virtual processes, especially if we take into account that the energy 
expenditure accompanying changes of particle time trajectorie--S is of the 
same order of value as an energy realizing in usual nuclear reactions. One 
may think that the time multi-dimensionality manifests itself essentially 
on the properties of quantum-mechanical processes in small intervals L\x 

and f',.t. 

Several simple illustrations 

To clarify the peculiarities of the multi-time motion, let us consider 
solutions of the equations (2"1.5) for some particular cases. 
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First of all, we note that two members of the right part of the equa
tion (2.15a) represent a generalized Lorentz force which differs from the 
corresponding fopce of the usual electrodynamics by an replacement of 
the electric field E by the three-dimension projection of the tensor :ET 
on the body time trajectory. The right part of the equation (2.15b) is 
constructed in the symmetrical way: the vector G takes the part of a mag
netic field in !-subspace and the projection :ET on the body X- trajectory 
plays the role of an electric field. The equations (14) can be transformed 
one into the other by the transposition of space and time components: 

v -f-t cf, E<->ET , H<->G (4.1) 

One can see, when an outer field doesn't act on the moving bogy the 
latter moves along rectilinear space-time trajectory 

x=at+h (4.2) 

In the case when variations of the time vector f influence the velocity 
v and inversely a. connection of the space and time body trajectories is 
realized by the field E. If itjs absent, then the vectors v· and f become 
independent and the body trajectories are spiral lines in both x- and 

t-subspaces. 
In a region of small velocities v < c time vector alterations are stip

ulated only by the field G, and i remains constant without it. The 
calculated expressions for x-space co-ordinates and the velocity v differ 
in this case from the respective one-time quantities only by the effective 
decrease of the charge q -+ QX where X = ff' is the cosine of the an
gle between the time trajectories of the considered body and the acting 
field E = Ef'. The more the body trajectory i(t) deviates from the field 
trajectory t'(t), the slower this body is accelerated and the more it lags 
behind a body obeying the one-time theory" 

In the multi-time world every body undergoes an influence of an outer 
field only in a time interval f',.T the duration of which depends on the 
inclination of the time vectors f and f' and on a distance up to the 
field source [2, 5, 12, 13]. If the interval f',.T is sufficiently large, we can 
consider the outer field as time independent: A= cp(x)f'. The equation 
describing the body motion can be written then as 

d(m/3)/dt = qc-1E(x)x ( 4.3a) 

d(mi)fdt = qc-1 f3E(x)i' ( 4"3b) 

dmfdt = qc_,f3E(x)x ( 4.3c) 
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where /3 = vfc and E = -V<p. 
Let us multiply these expressions respectively by the vectors (3 and 

f'. At the next step we multiply cross-wise the left and the right parts 
of the obtained relations and get, as a result, the symmetrical equation 

(3d(lf3)/dt = xd(-rx)fdt ( 4.4) 

which can be represented in the form 

df3' /(1- f3') =ax' /(1 - x'), (4.5) 

if we take into account the relations d-yfdt = -y'f3df3fdt = ? 3 f3df3fdt. 
An integral of this equation 

1- x' = a(1 - {3 2
) (4.6) 

or 
? 2 = ?;(1- x:)/(1 - x') (4.7) 

with the integration constant a defined at the point x, = 0: 

a= "1;(1- x:J, 'Yo= ?(x,), Xo = chi(x,). (4.8) 

The x(t) conserves its initial value Xo if this value is equal to unit. When 
the body speed is large ({3"' 1), then independently of an initial direction 
of the body titp.e vector f the cosine X ~ 1, i. e. the otiter field forces 
the body to move along the field direction f'. 

Now, substituting"' from (4.7) into the equation (4.3b) we get 

dx qE dx 
(1 - x')'i' = mc2 (1 - x;)'t' . (4.9) 

A solution of this equation 

x[(1- x:)/(1 - x')J'1' = wx + c (4.10) 

with w = qEfmc2 and an integration constant C = x,/(1 ~ xz)'i'- Hence 

X= (x, + wx)/[1 + wx(wx + 2x,)J1i 2
• ( 4.11) 

Insertung the expression (4.11) into (4.9) and the obtained expression 
of "' inverse into ( 4.11) we get 

"'' = "1;[1 + wx(wx + 2x,)], (4.12) 
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X= ('Y,h)(wx + Xo)· 

If wx <{::':: Xo we obtain a non-relativistic approximation 

0 <-'::;> I'::::' "to+ Xo...VX. 

x(x)"' x,+w.r·(1- x;) 

In an ultra-relativistic region when wx >> 1, i. e. w:r ::» 1, 

/ '::' J0 WX, 

X"' (1 - x;)/2w2 x
2 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

The expressions (4.12) ~ (4.17) determine the body speed <'and the 
cosine X as functions of a space point X and the quantities q. E, \o· 
\'Vhen Xo -+ 1 we have the known expression of the one-t.inw theory [14]. 
In the both limiting cases (4.14) and (4.16) the expressions for-, differ 

0 
from the respective one-time expressions only by a decrease of the charge: 
q-+ qxo, i. e. by a smaller acceleration rete of the moving bod~·. 

A time dependency x(t) can be calculated if the kinematic rcla.t.ion 

dl!jdt = c['Y(.r) 2 -1]1
/

2 h(;r) (·!.18) 

is considered as a differential equation for the time derivative d.rfdt. with 

an integral 

ct(x,x) = [ ?(x)['Y(J;)2
- W'i' d.r. (4.19) 

A delay of the accelerated body appearance at a point. .r ill comparison 
with the one-time theory 

!::.tft(l,;r) = [t(\,;r) -t(l,x)]/t(l,.r) (4.20) 

is shown in Fig. 3. As we see, a significant delay takes place only for large 
deviations of the time vectors f and f' (X ~0.5) and for small distances ;r. 
In all other cases the time trajectories of accelerated bodies arc parallel 
to the field vedor f'. True, the distance a: in the expressions for \ and 
1 oCcurs always as the combination E~rJm, therefore the region where 
multi-time effects become essential increases by an acceleration of more 
heavy particles. For example, in a proton beam the :o;cale of distances J.' 

in Fig. 3 must be up in two thousand times and a significant delay can 
be observed up to several hundred meters. 

It's not difficult also to find trajectories of bodies moving in a time 
independent centra.] symmetrical field 

<,?(x) = <p(x)q,r' fr ( 4,21) 
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0 0.1 10 10 3 :r [eM] 
Figure 3: The relative time delay i'>.tft(1, x) of an electron at the point x. 
The solid, dotted and pointwise curves correspond to Xo = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9. 
The accelerating field E = 104 v f em, the initial speed v, = 0. 

which is a solution of the Poisson equation 

\12<p = -4rrq,8( r )f'. ( 4.22) 

In general form such a problem is considered by Cole [15]. In this case 
the angle between time trajectories of the scattering body f and the field 
f' is in this case a function of a reciprocal distance again but with equal 
asymptotic values at the beginning and the end of the interaction. By 

that some parts of the space trajectories x(t) find themselves in there
gions which are kinematically forbidden in one-time theory. However, if 
we bear in mind, as it is proposed, particularly, in the paper [15], an 
observation of a time multi-dimensionality possibly hidden in our world, 
then an interaction duration .(:).T (a time of a ''mutual visibility'' of the 

body and a field source) is very short for small impact parameters for 
which the interaction could distort noticeable the trajectory of the scat
tering body while in a region of large impact parameters the trajectories 

remain practically rectlinear. 
A finite motion in the potential ( 4.21) seems more interesting as it 

is ·associated with expectations to discover the multi-time effects among 
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cosmic phenomena. In this case a solution of the equations of motion 
can be represented again in the form (4.7) where E is now the known 

gravitation force 
E = "Mrfr', (4.23) 

and the quantities /o and Xo have to be taken at any fixed point of the 
planet orbit, for instance, at the peri_helion r = r0 • 

To calculate the cosine X of an angle between the constant time vector 
of the central body and a rotating planet time vector f, we take into 
account that the defined by eq. (3.3) the total pl~net energy 

Emc2f- t<mMf'/r ( 4.24) 

is conserved. Hence, comparing the value of scalar product Ef' with its 
value at the perihelion we get 

X= hoh)x, + Q(>·), ( 4.25) 

where 

Q(r) = ~<c- 2 M(1/r -!hor,)"" Kc- 2M(1/r -1/r,), ( 4.26) 

since for all planets of solar system 1 ho "" 1. 
The dependencies x(r) and 1(r) are determined now by the relations 

(4.14) and (4.15) where we must only change wx-+ Q(r). 
One can show [1 J that a deviation of planet time trajectories from 

the Sun time trajectory results, particularly, in an additional perihelion 

precession t;.O ~ (1 -X~). 

Conclusions 

We see that by using the variation principle for a generalized-actionS 

one can constr':lct a consistent multi-time theory of mechanical motions 

in diverse fields. The six-dimensional energy-momentum vector of every 
closed (isolated) system satisfies a conservation law. An additional de
mand of the time irreversibility ensures vacuum stability and eliminates 
a possibility of an anomalous reactions when, for example, the mass of 

particles created in a decay exceeds the decaying particle mass. 
At the same time in the multi-time world some bodies can become 

invisible or can appear suddenly for the observer who would interpret 
such phenomena as obvious violations of the cOnservation laws. 

The multi-time theory can be formulated in a relativistic invariant 
way, however, the possibility of a consitancy of the time irreversibility 
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far all time vector components ti with the generalized Lorentz transfor

mations [3, 17] deserves a more detailed analuze. 
One may wait for multi-time effects somewhere in very strong gravi

tation fields where a local energy is not defined and in quantum processes 

where the uncertainty relation allows a creation of particles with various 

directions of time vectors. 
* * * 
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